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APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

Corlette standard 1300x1150x1800 mm - 600 kg,
furniture
SKU 49100

Furniture storage roll container, furniture corlette type, with a size of
1300x1150x1800 mm. This roll container is collapsible and has specially
shaped side frames, so that several can be stacked on top of each other.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Metal

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 1210

Inside dimension width 1100

Inside dimension height 1610

Outside dimension lenght 1300

Outside dimension width 1150

Outside dimension height 1800

Carry weight 600

Bottom Wooden

Product new

Type

3-sided Roll containers, Order
Picking Trolleys, Furniture
Corlettes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Furniture storage roll container type furniture corlette, with a size of
1300x1150x1800 mm. This roll container is very suitable for furniture
storage and transport, but can actually be used for almost all large items
with a lot of volume. The roll container is collapsible and therefore
space-saving in storage, by nesting it in an L-shape. 3 roll containers can
be stacked on top of each other, whereby the lower container can carry a
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maximum of 600 kg, or has a load of 600 kg. There is an extra arm at the
back for the stability of the goods on the corlette and the bottom of the
roll container has a 16 mm thick chipboard. The color of this roll
container is RAL 5012 blue. The corlette has 4 castors with a diameter of
100 mm, made of PP (Polypropylene) plastic. One of the wheels has a
directional lock, to make driving straight ahead easy, if desired. The
furniture storage roll container has its own weight of 68 kg and has a
load capacity of 600 kg. If you want to learn more about our corlettes, it
might be useful to read our blog with information about the furniture
corlette !

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/corlette-standard-1300x1150x1800-mm-600-kg-
furniture-49100
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